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Social Iiealthi lldicators For

Primarv }leallth Care1

1. Introduction

In meeting the mandatc estatblished by its charter, one of the

long-stad:ing concerns of 'fUIO-1VIIO has been the assessment of a wide

range of factors associated with and/or determining the health status

of a population. Integral to these objectives has been the stated

importance of the social side of treatment ancl services, yet in many

respects oiir .iiiderstaiidiing is still limited of which social factors

and how their combiined impact may affect the success or failure of

enterprises often involving excellence in medical science and

techlology. The anomaly here is that while much rhetoric is devoted

to this issue, in terms of its actual development and application, it

all too often constitutes a forgotten part of health services'

investigatio n.

As more social scientists have engaged in particular aspects of

health-related research, a mnunber of measures have been devised which

are gradually becoming standardized. These measures deal with complex

issues involving the interllay of social, physical and medical factors.

1 Prepared for the Eighteenth Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Medical
Research, Pan American llealth Organization, June 18-22, 1979.

2Department of Behavionral Science, Faculty of Pledicine, University
of Toronto, Canada.
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Whil Ic some ol this work is sti 1 I rcl;it ive lv rnd lelirlelt;iry, theire are a

iurdi(ber of arla.lytical rocedí¢res ;rad soci;al la1th il(ndicaltors already

developed which have util:itv for cl i.nicall practice and the planning

of health services.

1.1 17th AC.R-PAtI()O Meetiiin

At thie Seventeenth Mleting of the Advisory Committee on Medical

Research of thie Paiin !\eri.ciii llealth Organization held in Lima in PMay

1978, the Commrittee recognized thec need "to develop new measures of

the level of health which incluided social and psychological indicators"

ai¡d consi.dered thc l)oss.ibli:lity of establishiing "a directory of current

health services research in thc Anmericas." 1 'ased on its review of

this top:ic within. tho broader context of health services' research,

Recommendation No. 3 of the A.C.M.R. to the I):irector of PAIO reauested

that, inter alia:

"In view of the importance of the subject to the Region,
i.t rwas recommended that PA'10 itself organize and convene
one or more task forces which woul(l:

assess the scope of social indicators in evaluating
the results of health services as well as their
use and efficacy in health services research.

the reports of these task forces should be available
no later than 18 months from tihe present meeting."

1.2 Scope of Review

The objectives of this review are:

IPAIO-AC©R (1978), Report to the Director, I1RR 17/1
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(1) to I)rovíid a venel;ral revi(ew of tile. colcepts, some
ol1 the issiles i1volv(ed ill the llse lul tlwhe
classiflicatioln ol socia:l Ieilti iiiliciltors.

(2) to consider ways that work in this field, par-
ticularly as :it may appllv to primary health
care, might be strenogtlchncdl forr esearch within
the Regiori.

2. DI)efinition and Classification

2.1 Definition

The teni 'social health indicators' as it is used here refers to

those dimensions affecting health and disease which are social and

psychological. rather than those which arc primari.ly physi.ological.

Tlie history of this field wias reviewled for lVIlO in 1978-79.2 W2hile

the use of social measures such as ediucation or occuipation has been

employcd for abotit a century aid a hal f, on occasion with powlerful

conseqluences, the development of health indices in the modern sense of

this term began durinig the 1)930s. Since then, there has been a broad

acceptance of what misght be now considlered as traditional health

indicators; in the assessment of inorbiditv or the utilization of services.

In this broadler field of heal.th servicos' research dealing with health

status, no single widelv endorsed index has emerged, but rather a

series of disease specific or sittuational measures have evolved. (One

dilemrna inherent in many of these existing measures is that while they

are still valid in assessing the heailth conditions of disadvantaged

Leowski, J. (1978), Review and Aal.ysis of flealth and I-Iealth-Related
Indicators, IV}tO Report/I!S/Nat. Corn./78..3559.

2Baylet, R. (1979), Thae Selection of llealth Indicators under Specific
Wlorking Conditions in the Develol):inig Coutries. tlO report/1iS/Nat.
Com./y 79.3361.
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!;rol)s, .as tlie standard ol living o' a peoplle rises tley tendl to lose

their predictive ut:ility ii .l.ist in luishiiln dli ferert:ial health behaviour

or in assessing the effectiveness of part:icul.-ar prograns.

2.2 Classification

Due to the growing and now sizeable voltune of work being done

with health indices involving both social variables and social health

:indicators, the IJ.S. Natiornal Center for llealth Statistics in the

1970s establi.shed a Cleari.iin!iouse on Hlealth Indexes. This agency no1w

routinel compiles information on such methods and the findi.ngs of

published research. 'his agencv serves 'as the major referral source

concerning social indicators related to specific health conditions,

the utilization of services or the analvs:is of the distribultion and

financing of services. IlWhile most of the work is dramn from experience

in the Ulnited States, a listing partially i.ncludes some work known to

be completed in otlher nations. Miht is apparent from a preliminary

review of the reports publ ished by the (Clear-iln?,hotuse is the vastness

andl complexity of th-is field. It :i.s evident that its work need not be

duplicated, but that :it shouild be used as resource in tackling

specific issues.

Specific measures involving muiltiple social variable analysis

and scaled social health indicators have heen developed for a large

number of health-relatedl problems. Some examples include:

. child and adolesceiit care

. physical disability and social ftuictioning

impact of health programs
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t soc ial networks iin secl<s/usi ne services

social manaiillciieent ofl chroic (iiseasc

indicators of heallth status

Ihealth needs and coluuliuit\' health status
relative to resourcc allocation

famuilv hcalth indicators

sickbness imppact profiles (S.I.P.)

eff:iciency of hcaltlh selrvices

psychological aild belavioural adjustment involved
in rehabilitation

2..,3 ttilitar:i an Appl i cat ion

In a number of program-oriented reviews of health indicators,

a practical and utilitarian approacd has often been adopted. In his

1978 review for 1WHO Professor J. Leowski of Poland for instance

recommended that health indicators should be:'

output-oriented rather than input-oriented

simple and readily understandable

comprehensive - all significant consequences
associated with health

based on information which is readily available,
and cheap to obtain

separated into geographical districts

reveal the intensity and the extensiveness of
shortcomings in achieving health objectives

capable of revealing dif:ferential effects of
trends affecting different groups

1Leowski, J. (1978), op. cit., p. 5-6, 15 and 31.
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lThese ideal attri butes o l' any healllt i ic.lcditor , wh i.le dcs. irabl e

may be contradictory in thcir iml)lications, anid if adopted, might

serve to limit the purposes for which such measures were intended.

It is not apparent how a comprehensive assessment of factors

associated with primary health care can be achieved if only output and

not input factors are dealt with. A sizeable ntunber of investigations

have shown that utilization is affected by health needs and equally by

the supply and the distribution of services. Likewise, while the

use of simple measures may be economical and convenient, such an

approach by itself may exclude valuable information which is fundamental

to understanding why programs may be encountering dilemmas in their

implementation. Or again, while readily available information may be

valuable, it is usually collected either for accounting or vital

statistics purposes, and as such, it may be narrow-gauged relative to

the issues being studied.

While analysis involving social variables should be lean and

direct, and suc}h work can be done with modest resources, such under-

takings involve complex and interrelated assumptions about behaviour

and society, which if over-simplified, can misrepresent what was

happening, and for this reason be inaccurate or of little more value

than undocumented common sense. Of greater importance work of this

kind would likely tell us little that we already know about why some

people do not recognize early the symptoms of disease, may continue to

use ineffective remedies, or fail to derive through non-compliance the

full benefits of modern medical treatment.
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2.4 Selection and Operationalization

There has been a widespread, but generally uncritical use of

single social measures whose conceptual. implications are rarely fully

dealt with as they may affect health status, treatment or the organiza-

tion of services. 'Ilis is the case :involving education, income and

occupation which imply both social status and social class, two dis-

tinctive and separate ideas, as they may affect values, behaviour and

opportunities involving health status. Such items are more often used

indiscriminately in health services' research, either because "they are

there" or due to research custom. This dilemma is even more apparent

when other categories of social information are used whose full social

mcaning may be missed or misinterpreted. What is often missing in these

inquiries is a carefully developed rationale of how and why certain

variables may be expected to determine or affect stipulated outcomes.

One such model which takes these concerns into consideration was the

utilization model of the 1O10 International Comparability Study.

2.5 Interdisciplinary Collaboration

One central weakness in the field of social health indicators

is that while much inherently useful work has been done by health

investigators and social scientists, this has too often been done in

separate research worlds. Clinical investigators have often devised

their own measures of social variables while for their part, social

scientists on occasion standing on the sidelines of what is happening,

have developed conceptually elegant measures having little or no

practical utility.
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Such work is often not mruch more thain a "seat of the pants"

or "skirt" empiricism. While this apprloach may suffice in some circum-

stances where needs are self-evilient a¡iid overlhel ning, once the threshold

of directly mcanageable conditi.ons has bceen dealt with, other factors,

almost invariably social in naturec, come inlto force which affect

the success O(r fai.lure of a clinical or health services' progran. It

is when this "check-mate" situation occurs that there is greater

recognition of the need for complementary research involving the social

determ:inants of health care.

IYhat has happened l!ar too seldom i.s an integration of different

disciplines in tackliing a coimion problem. Ixhen this is done over a

period of time, almost invariablv, ga-i.ns are made in extending our

understanding of the relative contribution of various factors including

social variables which ma! be :involved in a particular problem. Such

collaboration between discilplines does not come about easily or by

itself. It must be fostered, primarily by l.eading health investigators

who are prepared to sponsor and train social scientists in the complexity

of health problems with whi.ch they are dealiing. Where this has been

done, and there has been momeitrnlm along these lines in recent years,

effective and rel.evant predictive social lealth .indicators have

started to be developedl.

2.6 Single or Mhlltiple Measures

The use of single social measures in assessing the general

health status of individuials or groulps have lacked both sufficient
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discrimination or had a limited uitility. More relcvent work has

emerged which is grounded on specific heal.th related problems. It is

also now well recognized that in any analysis involving social or

psydichological variables that a multi-dimensional approach is required

if the statistical variance in health trends is to be adequately

accounted for. At a rudimentary level this is typically done by con-

trolling for the age or sex of individuals, but this step is usually

more often neglected than used when other social variables are involved.

Items tend to be considered by themselves, not for how they may be

related to each other or what their combined effects may be in explaining

or accounting for different treatment outcomes or how particular services

may be used. At its minimum such analysis requires the coordinated

consideration of the actual health status of individuals, their social

attributes, the accessibility of services and how they are paid for,

anid the adequacy and the composition of the supply of resources and

health manpower.

3. Sioux Lookout llealth Region: Northern Canada

3.1 Economically Developing and Iligh Health Risk Area

An example involving some of these issues can be draiwn from the

experience of an economically poor and high risk health area in a

relatively affluent nation. The problems here are analogous in some

respects to the situation occurring :in developing nations which seek to

extend primary health care services. The inadequacy of the solution of

simply providing more health care in this northern region of Canada may

also have its counterparts elsewhere.
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In thie case of the Cree and Ojibwa Indians living in

conumiuliitiecs of northem Ontario, a vast area extending in the north to

lludson's Bay, it was concluded that poverty and a lack of sufficient

health resources were the root causes of extensive disease and high

infant mortality rates. In dealing with these conditions, only one

component of the situation was dealt with, in this instance involving

the provision of extensive new health resources which were provided

with energy and great competence. The assumption was made that these

new benefits would both improve the health of the people concerned

and alter social circumstances affecting health status. That these

objectives were not inet was due to an anomalous "blind spot" which

almnost exclusively emphasized the efficient provision of high quality

care without otherwise altering the extent of economic indigence or

seeking through health promotion to change values and health lifestyles.

3.2 Special llealth Services Program

Starting in the late 1960s in cooperation with the federal

government's program of Medical Services, the nation's foremost

children's hospital associated with a major medical faculty undertook

an ambitious long range program of medical assistance for treaty

Indians living in a vast and remote area of northern Canada. Several

years after its inception this program resulted in sharply upgraded

services including lay dispensers, midwives and nurse practitioners,

regular medical services and direct access to foremost clinicians.

Major gains were made in detecting and treating a large number of

previously unrecognized conditions but after these benefits had been

gained, additional-gains were marginal.
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3.3 Overview of Research Findings

The findings of the extensive health services research1 under-

taking involved: anthropological studies, household health surveys,

a clinical physical examination of a fifth of the population and

analyses of the staffing, organization and financing of services.

On the basis of this longitudinal inquiry it was concluded that no

appreciable differences in health status had been gained by the

residents of communities which received more extensive and a profes-

sionally higher order of care than had occurred among Indian people

living in more remote settlements where first-line assistance was

given by lay dispensers who had limited training. These communities

were also served by a satellite communication network which linked

them directly to the regional base hospital, and when required, were

served by air ambulance services. In both types of communities there

was an equal level of satisfaction with and acceptance of the health

care which was provided.

In evaluating this program, if only the volume of services had

been considered, which had risen sharply and been upgraded, then it

could have been concluded that a notable success had been achieved,

a conclusion reached in some publications dealing with this program.

This information was used as a basis of obtaining more extensive

financing for the provision of additional specialty services and new

equipment and facilities. But when the program is viewed from the

perspective of those who were served, the patients, then the actual gains

in health status for the population as a whole were negligible. Infant

1Badgley, R. F. (principal investigator), Sioux Lookout Project II.
Delivery of Health Care: 1970-75. Research Keports. loronto.
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mortality remained relatively unaltered, longevity stayed the same,

and there was little change in clinically assessed disability levels.

In 1976-77 the amount of money spent by the federal government in the

region on housing, roads, sanitation, electrification, the construction

of community facilities, fire protection and planning amounted to

$2.9 million, or 64 percent of the $4.5 million which was spent on

health care alone that year.

The single major outcome which did occur was in the sharp

raising of the level of expectations held about the requisite level

of professional health care. Patients who had been regularly treated

by physicians wished to continue to have such care and tended to

downgrade the services respectively of nurses or lay dispensers.

3.4 Principles of Investigation

While the research just reviewed had its limitations, it

attempted to put into practice some of the principles previously

cited involving the use of social variables in health services investi-

gation. Specifically, the inquiry involved the following steps.

interdisciplinary - involving medicine, nursing,
anthropology, psychology, sociology, economics.

lay-professional involving health professions,
government, Indian organizations, community
leaders, Indian researchers and interpreters.

· multiple dimensions - a wide range of variables
associated with the use of health services and
health status were considered, and these were
analyzed both separately and in multi-variate
statistical analyses.

-
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goal-oriented - the main purpose of the inquiry was
directed to a series of clinically and service
relevant questions - viz., the care of patients in
hospital; the training of health personnel; the home
care of ambulatory patients; health-related child-
rearing practices; the differential cost of various
mixes of health services; the outcome of services in
terms of affecting mortality, morbidity and
utilization, etc.

utility of findings - in some instances the research
served as a basis involving the re-alignment of some
services and the targeting of care for certain high
risk groups and communities.

research costs - funded by research grants the inquiry
cost the equivalent of 0.8 percent of the program's
operating budget.

4. Next Required Steps

Rather than dealing with explicit examples of research involving

social health indicators, this review has dealt with a number of

issues involving their application. The proposition is accepted

here that this growing field of analysis can make a valuable contri-

bution to both clinical and health services' service, and that its

development should be assisted on a demonstration basis within the

Region. The principles dealt with in this review which it may be

useful to consider if such a decision is made include: specific

program/problem orientation; interdisciplinary approach; the use of

multiple rather than single measures; multi-variate analysis; and

longitudinal study. It is believed that relatively little work along

these lines has been undertaken within the Region. Relative to

specific health problems a compilation of what has been done should be

assembled and assessed and pilot types of inquiries started which could
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serve as demonstration models and as a basis for the training of

researchers. At the Seventeenth Meeting of the A(MR in 1978, the

Advisory Committee recommended that a task force be established to

consider the issue of social health indicators. With the return of

this item to the agenda of the 1979 meeting, the Advisory Committee

may choose to consider more detailed steps relating to this

recommendation. In this connection the following points are listed

for review.

4.1 Designation of Primary Health Care Problems to be Studied

Rather than dealing with a full range of health problems, 2-3

major issues in primary health care occurring in Latin America could be

selected for intensive review involving the potential application and

utility of social variable and social health indicator analysis

(e.g., infant and maternal mortality; child and/or adolescent health;

use and acceptance of primary health care personnel etc.).

4.2 Composition of Task Force

Membership to be drawn from: senior clinical investigators

working with the designated primary health care problems; social

scientists experienced in survey research in the Region; and experts

in the design and analysis of social health indicators related to the

problems selected.

v
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4.3 Meetings and Site Visits

Following the appointment of a Task Force in addition to con-

vening of meetings to review its Terms of Reference, site visits be

made to selected major programs dealing with the designated primary

health care problems.

4.4 Terms of Reference

The A(IR may wish to list the general scope of the Terms of

Reference set for the Task Force. These terms might stipulate:

(i) an assessment of the work now being done in
the Region involving social variable and social
health indicator analysis relative to the
designated primary health care problems.

(ii) the compilation and assessment of measures used
elsewhere which may be applicable to the analysis
of these problems.

(iii) the development of demonstration research designs
including social variable analysis which are
related to the designated clinical and/or service
questions.

(iv) the designation of sites where pilot work might
be undertaken, and if appropriate, to bring
forward recommendations about implementation.

(v) an evaluation of the predictive utility, the
requisite staffing and resources, and the
operational costs of such inquiries.

(vi) a consideration of ways that PAIO might facilitate
the developnent and the application of these
inquiries, for instance, through training fellowships,
the commissioning of review papers or the
sponsoring of pilot demonstration programs.
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4.5 Reporting and Timetable

If the work outlined here were to be initiated, then sufficient

time to achieve these purposes shculd be designated. In this regard

a period of 2-3 years might be required to complete this work with

the Task Force requested to submit annual Interim Reports on the work

which was done.


